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PHYSIOSPECT-15
The PHYSIOSPECT, INTRASCAN, INTROSPECT, OBERON
DEVICES HAVE BEEN PROVEN FRAUDULENT AND ILLEGAL FOR
SALE OR USE.
There was a major discovery in medicine. Medical frauds have been with us for a long time. They found
out that people could lie to sell a medical device. There was a host of fraudulent medical devices being
sold with grand and glorious claims being made. There was studies discussed that were never even
done. America developed a medical device law passed in 1976 to try to stop such frauds. Europe and
most all countries no also have laws to stop such frauds. Russia does not.
The devices listed above all claim to have some sort of light (laser beam) directed at a set of headphones
sitting on the head. The claims are that a frequency of information strikes the head and makes a
reaction that determines the health of an internal organ. We asked for the literature about this
frequency science and got books that had no such frequency description. In fact there was not one word
of any true science linking the organ health to any such signal.
The clinical data was not done to proper EU or USA standards of research and it did not prove the claims
made. Attempts to track down the studies were also fruitless. There is no science in any of the world’s
literature that would allow an unchanging laser or sonic signal would be able to accurately define the
health of an organ in any fashion.
We tested all of the devices in question and found that the laser beam has a set frequency. There is a set
unvarying frequency in the headphones. The headphones had a switch that when opened to the size of
a head it triggered the computer. We did test on humans, melons and footballs all with similar results.
One of the instructors of the devices said that there was a magic change in the body at midnight. There

is no known such Cinderella effect but when we reset the date in the computer the results changed.
Thus the device appears to be valid if testing during the same day.
All of our scientific measure led to the conclusion that this device was not using any scientifically known
frequencies of any nature.
To be legal for sale in America and Europe a device must have three certificates of registration. One for
the manufacturer and or distributors, one for the safety testing that no shocks or other safety issues will
occur, and one medical use certificate. The company in question could produce only a safety certificate
meaning that these devices are not legal for sale. Doctors and therapists are being fooled into buying it
and your internet service is complicit in the crime as you help them sell an illegal medical device.
In a medical supervised study at the Läänemaa Hospital, Haapsalu Estonia, three of the Russian

laser devices were used on one patient during one afternoon session. When the three
computers were set on the same day the readings of the three computers were similar, but
when they were set on different days the readings were drastically different. The salesman for
the Russian devices then admitted the fraudulent software and confessed to knowledge of the
medical con. Interpol Covert Criminal Investigations of the fraud and the full extent of those
participating is currently being perused.
We were able to interview one of the Interpol investigators who will remain anonymous. He
said our job is to investigate all medical devices without a medical CE mark. There are a host of
frauds making wild claims with lies of research that just doesn’t exist. There is a German
system called the CORE which has been proven completely fraudulent. They give large sales
incentives to dupes who lie to doctors to make sales. We are trying to get a full understanding
of the people behind this and just how deep the web of this con game goes.
Many good intentioned people are being duped into this fraud. We would like to announce that
if there is no medical CE mark ( a safety certificate is not enough) the device is not legal for sale.
before some of these innocent people get charged with a crime they should investigate. But the
CORE and these Russian devices are not legal for sale here in Europe.
We wish to warn buyers and authorities of the sale of illegal fraudulent devices.

This is taken from the Novacorp internet advert:
We don't use wireless data transmitting!!! And we don't recommend to use wireless data in NLS
diagnostic. According to our experience we decided to don't produce wireless data transmitting
accessories like headphones or connection with computer. NLS diagnostic devices use signals with very
low amplitudes (VLA signals), such signals are absolutely safe for living cells of patient's organism
because they have very small energy. Mobile phone, sattelite communications networks, radiowaves,
magnetic waves can influence the energy of etalon NLS analogue signals and this energy can change in
several times, also you can see changes of modulation, phase, so results can be very different if you use
wireless data transmitting. When we use cords, analogue data transmitting is provided without mistakes.
At the request of the customer software can contain the following items:

PATHOMORPHOLOGY NOSOLOGIC
FORMS MICROORGANISMS AND
HELMINTHS ALLERGENS
FOOD
HOMEOPATHY
LITHOTHERAPIA
VISION - BHE,aPEHHbE nPO/PAMMb-23
ALLOPATHY
BIO-ENERGETIC REGULATORS
VICTORIA
MAGERIC
INS
FEARS
FOOD
HORMONE PREPARATIONS
Microelement
NEGATIVE MOODS
AFFIRMATION
GEO-PATHOGENIC POLLUTION
NOSODE
ARGO ART
LAIF
GLORION
NSP
NUTRILITE
NUTRIPOWER
PHYTOTHERAPY
SCHUESSLER SALTS
TROCADERO
BACH FLOWERS
TIANSHI GROUP
SPAGYRIC PHYTOTHERAPIES
VACCINATIONSDENTAL PROSTHESIS REGENA-THERAPY
CATALYSERSBIOCHEMICAL HOMEOSTASIS
NUTRICEUTICALS and PARAPHARMACEUTICALS

As you can see they claim to be able to diagnose organs, allergies and
infections and many other things. This can be misunderstood and
complicate a medical therapy. Doctors have lost their license for using
such illegal equipment and allowing them to market these products
on the net might result in harm to the patients or purchaser.
Please do not allow these fraudulent companies to market their
devices on the internet without proper medical registration.

